**DEFINITION:** Code reported in the UAF that identifies the Colorado county for student in one of the following categories: 1) applicant, not enrolled, at four-year institution—report county applicant resided in at the time of application to the institution; 2) applicant, enrolled, at four-year institution—report county applicant resided in at time of application, if available, or for the first term of enrollment; 3) enrolled and/or assessed students reported in two-year institution UAF—report county student resided in at time of most recent application, if available, or for the first term of enrollment.

**CODES, CATEGORIES, AND COMMENTS:** Mandatory for first-time freshmen or transfer students. This data element is normally available only for in-state students. Some out-of-state students, however, may have Colorado permanent addresses, and in those cases, report the appropriate county code when possible. Otherwise use the out of state or out of country code as appropriate. Can be determined from the zip code of student’s permanent address, if not able to be determined directly. When reporting UAF, county required for students with registration status of first-time freshmen or transfer and admission status of applicant, accepted, or assessed/enrolled (see matrix below).
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